
Preface

Welcome to From Conflict to Conciliation. This book intro-
duces you to a straightforward, principled, and systematic

process for defusing troublesome situations in a desirable and effi-
cient manner. We have named this approach the Six-C Process,
with which we identify and explain six distinct levels of function-
ing when handling conflicts: concern, confer, consult, confront, com-
bat, and conciliate. In applying the six Cs, your primary strategy is
to move reluctantly to higher levels in measured response only as
each becomes necessary. 

Concern is identifying latent and actionable concerns.

Confer is using nonthreatening signal systems to express a
concern.

Consult is reviewing the situation collaboratively.

Confront is considering and giving clear warning of sanctions.

Combat is taking sustained action with logical consequences.

Conciliation is healing the wounds of combat.

The Six-C Process works for us and others, and we believe it will
work for you.

This book is a distillation of the research, writing, and practice
of three individuals with quite diverse backgrounds representing
educational philosophy, educational psychology, and counselor
education. The three of us believe our professional diversity gives
the book a creative and practical approach to handling difficult
and challenging situations at all levels of intensity.
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C H A P T E R O N E

Conflict and
the Six-C Process

Does this scenario have a familiar ring for you? To handle diffi-
cult situations such as this, many people depend on what has

worked for them in the past. Others rely on luck, habit, or the ability
to muddle through. This opening chapter provides a theory of prac-
tice for a specific approach to handling conflict that we call the Six-C
Process. Without this theoretical foundation, the “how to” value of
the Six-C Process would be misunderstood and severely limited.

INTRODUCTION

Disagreements are like fast cars. They can go from 0 to 100 mph
in seconds. The same is true of human encounters. A minor differ-
ence can explode into a major conflict. These explosive encoun-

It is the start of a new workday. You are in your classroom, office, clinic, or
other setting wondering what the day will be like. In particular, you are
thinking about a specific student, colleague, client, parent, or other
person who has become difficult for you to work with. As you think about
it, you start to dread the appearance of this person. Today, you will be
interacting with this person. You reflect on the conflict at hand and
search within yourself for the best way to handle the situation.©© int
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According to Gladwell, every airline throughout the world
has a special program to teach junior crewmembers how to com-
municate clearly and assertively. For example, a copilot might
begin with an expressed concern. “Captain, I’m concerned about . . .”
If nothing happens, the copilot might move up a level and state,
“Captain, I’m uncomfortable with . . .” If the captain still does
not respond, the copilot confronts the pilot with, “Captain, I believe
this situation is unsafe.” If the confrontation does not work, the
copilot is required to take command of the aircraft. As Gladwell
emphasized, being deferential and polite are appropriate in most
situations, but mitigation has no place in a cockpit on a stormy
night, in a classroom when a disruptive student is endangering
self or others, or in a mental-health clinic where a client is
threatening harm.

WHAT IS UNIQUE ABOUT THIS BOOK?

Our approach differs significantly from others described in books on
conflict management and conflict resolution in four significant ways.

1. The approach is anchored in democratic values.

2. It follows the perceptual tradition of understanding behav-
ior from another individual’s point of view.

3. It provides a straightforward, easy-to-follow formula for han-
dling challenges, large and small, personal and professional.

4. It goes beyond managing or resolving conflicts by intro-
ducing the vital quality of conciliation.

Simply managing or resolving conflicts is insufficient. Moving
to restore and enrich relationships is a significant action to take
after a conflict has been resolved.

At the beginning, we want to emphasize that no method,
skills, or process can guarantee a desirable outcome. Conflicts
come in myriad forms, large and small, personal and professional.
Many may be nearly impossible to ameliorate. Nevertheless, if you
have a plan of action you have a decided advantage over the one
who does not. Even if the ultimate result is unsuccessful, at least
you know what went wrong. Without a plan, such as the Six-C
Process, you are left with the guesswork of trial and error.
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26 FROM CONFLICT TO CONCILIATION

Question 3: If a concern
does exist, will it resolve itself?

Frequently, the passage of time will resolve a concern.
(Overbearing houseguests eventually go home. Disgruntled col-
leagues sometimes relocate or retire.) Time has a way of putting
things in perspective. Many concerns take care of themselves. For
example, experienced teachers will ignore student horseplay at
the beginning of class, knowing that the students will settle down
when teachers begin the lessons.

Here is another experience by one of the authors illustrating
how time can solve a concern.
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The above examples illustrate the notion that sometimes the
concerns you have will dissipate without any direct action on
your part. This does not mean that you are able to ignore all types
of concerns, but at least ask yourself, “Does it require action on my
part at this time?”

Question 4: Can you overlook the concern?

It is psychologically unhealthy to be concerned about every-
thing all the time. It is equally true that consistently ignoring
legitimate concerns will bring significant stress. Your goal is to
find a happy balance among competing perceptions.

Recently, I visited a friend’s home. I brought a lollipop (sweet on a stick)
for their young, toddler-age daughter. The little girl was delighted with
the gift, but when she attempted to unwrap her lollipop, she had
difficulty. She tried several times without success. Many parents would
have jumped in at this point and unwrapped the candy for the little girl,
but not my friend. He sat quietly and watched his daughter struggle with
the wrapping. I also wanted to rush in and unwrap the lollipop, but I
followed my friend’s lead and did nothing. Finally, the little girl got her
lollipop unwrapped. She held it up for all to see, and with a radiant smile
proclaimed, “I did it myself!” What this meant to me is that when chances
of success are good, it may be best to encourage people to unwrap their
own lollipops.©©
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PRACTICING THE 3+++WISH? FORMULA

Confer 59
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1. At work, all employees have assigned parking spaces. A colleague in the
parking space next yours constantly straddles the line between spaces.
This has been a problem for you in getting in and out of your car—not
enough space and you worry about your door hitting the other car.

3+++: Good morning, ___________________ (colleague’s name), I
appreciate ____________________________________________________

wish: And, I wish ______________________________________________

?: Would you _________________________________________________?

2. You are a teacher meeting with a parent about a child’s poor reading
performance. In past meetings, the parent has promised to listen to the
child read at least three times a week. Follow-up by you has discovered
that the parent has not kept this promise.

3+++: Good afternoon, ___________________  (parent’s name), I want
to thank you __________________________________________________

wish: And, I wish ______________________________________________

?: Would you ? ________________________________________________?

3. A friend is consistently late to social functions that you plan. In the past,
you have made light of it, but it has now become an actionable concern.

3+++: Hello, ___________________ (friend’s name), I always enjoy your
company ______________________________________________________

wish: And, I wish ______________________________________________

?: Would you _________________________________________________?

4. A student frequently makes nonthreatening but inappropriate physical
contact with other students (e.g., tickling, grabbing, hugging, nudging).
Other students have complained to you about this student’s behavior.

3+++: Thanks for staying after so we can talk. You are _____________

______________________________________________________________

wish: And, I wish  ____________________________________________

?: Would you _________________________________________________?
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